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 Photo: From left: Mio; Udomsilp; Mai; Piuk; Set; Min Sun; Kian; and Lulu. Set meets May, the playful and flirty romantic
comedy opens with a flashback to 1985, when adult May (Mio) is introduced as the girl who will "marry" boy Sam, a jilted

suitor and her former schoolmate. Despite years of animosity, she and Sam, now a successful architect and her longtime
sweetheart, are happily married. As May develops a secret career in the fashion world, she keeps her marriage on the down-low

and pursues her passion for clothes as much as possible. However, an accident throws May's life into a tailspin: her husband
Sam is diagnosed with stage 4 cancer. After he dies, May moves back to the high school in the present, taking up the

administrative role left vacant by the sudden death of a popular principal. It's at this point that we encounter Piuk (Set) and Kian
(Min Sun), a pair of former classmates who drift apart after graduating. Piuk is a teacher and Kian a rising star in the boys'

lacrosse team. Both guys are hot-headed, competitive, and a bit "off-kilter," and the two soon become rivals for May's
affections, who must choose one between the two. And that's when the games begin. With a constantly shifting focus on the

micro-arcs of May and Piuk's courtship, the film depicts the characters as a dysfunctional couple, but as a masterfully crafted
ensemble, the film also features bright and endearing secondary characters including Mio, a sarcastic teen girl with a vivid

imagination; Lulu, an eccentric teenager who has her own unique views on life and the world; and a team of other students who
gradually come to regard May and Piuk as their own. All of them are wonderful. May Who? is a story of two people who grow
up together as best friends and lovers, only to find their once-shared lives come crashing down when a tragedy happens. Their
love becomes their only source of comfort and support, and they must overcome the most difficult challenge of their lives to

find a way to mend their broken hearts and start anew. In a category that is sorely lacking in Asian films these days, May Who?
is a smart, richly textured, and well-acted romantic comedy. Written and directed by Sutatta Udomsilp 82157476af
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